Press coverage September 2019

BIICL

Machiko Kanetake wins G.J. Wiarda Prize 2019
04/09/19  University of Utrecht Online

BIICL seminar marks launch of Hong Kong office
05/09/19  Global Arbitration Review

Inaugural Seminar on “International Dispute Resolution: Reflections and Redirections”
Sept 19  Hong Kong Lawyer

Strategic shifts are needed to ensure due diligence in global supply chains
09/09/19  Board Agenda

France: Privilege that must not be denied
12/09/19  CDR News

Brexit forecast: what will happen between now and 31 October?
27/09/19  The Guardian

Bingham Centre

The latest proposals for fixing the UK are on the back foot and 40 years too late
01/09/19  Australian Daily New Bulletin

Letter to the Times – Murray Hunt signatory
02/09/19  The Times
Lawyers say prorogation ‘improper and should not proceed’
03/09/19 Gibraltar Chronicle

Chaos as Boris Johnson accidentally brings Theresa May’s Brexit deal back from the dead
05/09/19 Business Insider Nederland, Malaysia, US

Filibustering: How the strategy to stop the no-deal Brexit bill in the House of Lords works
04/09/19 The i News and Brinkwire

Brexit delay set to become law after winning Lords’ approval
06/09/19 Al Jazeera

The law must step in to fill the gap left by a wounded parliament
07/09/19 The Guardian

Johnson faces setback, House of Lords passes law stopping ‘no-deal’ Brexit
07/09/19 Times of Oman

Boris Johnson's suspension of UK Parliament unlawful, Scottish court rules
11/09/19 CNN International

Scottish court rules Boris Johnson’s decision to suspend Parliament was unlawful
11/09/19 Vox

Bercow warns Boris Johnson against disobeying law over Brexit
12/09/19 London Glossy Post, Tottenham & Wood Green Independent, Free press

John Bercow likens Boris Johnson to a bank robber
12/09/19 Times online

John Bercow Compares Prospect Of Boris Johnson Ignoring Law Blocking No-Deal Brexit To 'Robbing A Bank
12/09/19 Yahoo Style

Terrible example to set to the rest of society’ – Bercow warns Johnson against disobeying law over Brexit
12/09/19 The London Economic
John Bercow Compares Prospect Of Boris Johnson Ignoring Law Blocking No-Deal Brexit To 'Robbing A Bank'
12/09/19 Huff Post

John Bercow says Boris Johnson disobeying law over Brexit would be like 'robbing a bank'
12/09/19 ITV Report

Radicalised' John Bercow dismantled by Bernard Jenkin as Brexiteer calls for huge reform
13/09/19 Daily Express

Brexit - Alsóházi elnök: csak olyan Brexit képzelhető el, amilyent a parlament jóváhagy
The House of Commons president said the UK's membership of the EU could only be terminated in ways approved by parliament.
13/09/19 Velemenyezd.hu

Only three types of Brexit can exist, according to the House Speaker
13/09/19 Pesti Scracok.hu

John Bercow vows to stop Boris Johnson breaking law on Brexit
13/09/19 The Times

Huge Applause As Richard Tice Raises Prospect Of 'Legal Action' Against Bercow At Rally
13/09/19 Free Press UK

Huge Applause As Richard Tice Raises Prospect Of 'Legal Action' Against Bercow At Rally
13/09/19 Daily Express

Brexit information: Nick Ferrari lashes out at Speaker Bercow – ‘No approach is he neutral’
UK Information
13/09/19 DANILPOSH

Nick Ferrari lashes out at Speaker over impartiality – ‘Playing striker for one side’
13/09/19 Daily Express on line and The one world news

Convention underpins our democracy, and MPs toss it aside at their own risk (no link available)
13/09/19 The Telegraph

Boris Johnson denies lying to the queen as legal cases mount up
13/09/19 Business Day
House of Lords President: Only Brexit approved by Parliament is conceivable - a Maszol.ro portárlól
13/09/19 Maszol

Prime Minister denies lying to Queen to prorogue Parliament
14/09/19 Alive for Football

Judges Narrow Down Options for Boris Johnson in Supreme Court Case
19/9/19 Bloomberg

Brexit: our democracy will be the richer for the Supreme Court’s prorogation ruling ( no link available)
19/9/19 The Times

Jack Simson Caird interviewed on Sky News Tonight with Dermot
19/09/19 Sky News Tonight

Process of discovery_
19/09/19 Counsel Magazine

The Queen of England pulls the Brexit
22/09/19 China Times & Commercial Times

Brexit’s Big Mystery? How Johnson Will Respond to Court Ruling
24/09/19 Bloomberg

How the UK’s Supreme Court tiptoed around the Queen
24/09/19 CNN online ( also circulated by News Channel 21)

Jack Simson Caird interviewed
24/09/19 BBC R5 Live

British Pound Higher As UK Supreme Court Rule Parliament Suspension Unlawful
25/09/19 Exchange Rates.org.uk

After historic court defeat, Boris Johnson flies back to U.K. to face Brexit music
26/09/19 F3 News, NBC News online, Breaking New Headlines

Britain’s constitutional dilemma: who now runs the country?
26/09/19 BBCR4 podcast The Briefing Room
Bingham Centre Blog

Oliver Garner: The Benn-Burt Extension Act: A roadblock to a No-deal Brexit?
13/09/19 UK constitutional Law Association

Let's not divide the Supreme Court into Leavers and Remainers: the need for a better understanding of our judiciary has never been greater
23/09/19 LSE Brexit Blog, Jan van zyl Smit

Guest Post: Toward a Meaningful “Common African Position on Asset Recovery”
26/09/19 Global Anti Corruption Blog, Mat Tromme

Jack Simson Caird: The Supreme Court and Parliament: The Constitutional Status of Checks and Balances
27/09/19 UK constitutional law association blog, Jack Simson Caird

Role of the rule of law in attracting foreign investment
30/09/19 Privacy Policy Vanguard